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Fairview Inn's Response to Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

 

Like you, we have continued to monitor the latest news about the coronavirus. We want 

you to know that the safety and wellbeing of our guests, customers, and staff remains a 

top priority. Also like you, during these past few months we’ve been focused on doing 

everything necessary to keep our families safe and healthy.  
 

We understand that people are in different places when it comes to doing what is best for 

them and their families. We cannot stress enough that we believe in responsible and safe 

travel. With the situation evolving rapidly, we encourage the traveling public to seek and 

heed the latest expert guidance, and to make fact-based travel decisions. 

 

We are currently open for room reservations. We are implementing a "no-contact" check-

in and requiring that guests wear masks when in public spaces per the Second Amended 

Stay Safe Jackson Executive Order. Guests have the option of eating our included a la carte 

Southern breakfast in our socially distanced dining room or outside on the deck. As always, 

we are committed to upholding the highest standards of cleanliness and hygiene 

throughout our property. We have increased the frequency of cleaning in public spaces 

and guest rooms alike and are using high quality, EPA-registered disinfectants. We are 

educating our staff on prevention measures and requiring that any staff members who feel 

sick stay home. 
 

As we continue to monitor developments and navigate through these circumstances, we 

want you to know that you can rely on us to put your health and safety first. 

 

As of May 18, 2020, the Library Lounge is open for lunch and dinner service. We are 

reopening in accordance with state and CDC guidelines and we will not be seating more 

than six people per table, and all tables are spaced six feet apart. We are fortunate to have 

ample outdoor seating options. Our employees are required to wear masks, and have been 

trained on ways to mitigate the spread of illness. 1908 Provisions will resume Sunday 

brunch sometime after Labor Day. NomiSpa currently remains closed. Please check back 

for updates on when we will continue safely reopening. We appreciate your continued 

support of our local business during this time!  
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